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When it comes to archery
equipment, shooters often
look at targets as the

Rodney Dangerfield of the group—-
they get no respect. For many shoot-
ers a target is a target and they are
taken for granted because after all, the
only thing a target is supposed to do is
stop an arrow. If it does that, then the
customer is satisfied and thinks no
more of it. What they don’t realize is
that there is a great deal of technology
that goes into the making of a modern
target, and a good target is just as
important to a shooter as is their bow
and arrow.  

As I see it, every archer walking
out of a shop with a new bow in his
hand needs a target to stop his field
points and maybe even another if he
shoots broadheads. A dealer stocking
a well-balanced variety of quality tar-
gets, displayed in an eye-catching
manner, with a range of prices that
appeal to the spectrum of customers,
can improve sales with very little addi-
tional effort. 

My first archery target was noth-
ing more than a series of cardboard
boxes one slightly smaller in dimen-
sions than the previous one. I put
each of the smaller boxes inside the
larger one and filled the center of the
smallest one with some old rags. This
cobbled up version of an archery tar-
get worked pretty well to stop the
Microflite arrows I shot from my
Browning recurve. However, it wasn’t
long until I shot out the cardboard
center of the box and had to start
rebuilding my target again from
scratch. This was in the days before
compound bows and a target of this
type was all I needed. 

This is not the story today.
Compound bows deliver arrows with
greater speed compared to bows
manufactured even ten years ago and
crossbows with even faster arrow

speeds are being legalized for hunting
in more states every year. This means
an archer needs a reliable target in
order to shoot safely and to protect
expensive arrows. In addition,
bowhunters need a portable target
they can take to camp or to throw into
the back of a pickup to loosen stiff
muscles, hone their shooting form, or
to check their equipment before
beginning a day’s hunt. 

As an added benefit, a portable
target allows hunters to replicate like-
ly shooting scenarios by placing the
target in realistic shooting situations
such as in small openings between
trees or in thick brush. If uphill or
downhill shots are anticipated during
the hunt, a portable target could be
easily placed so that these shots can
be practiced as well.  

In the past, I
remember having
to use two hands
to remove arrows
from some of the
targets I’ve used
and sometimes I’d
have to stand on
the target to do it.
When the arrow
did come out, it
was often without
the insert. With the
types of targets on
the market today,
these scenarios are

a thing of the past. Morrell, Delta,
Field Logic, Rinehart, American
Whitetail, Hips, and Magic Stop are
just a few of the manufacturers offer-
ing a line of targets covering just about
every price point and expected per-
formance level.  

Bag targets are popular and can
be an easy sell because they are light-
weight, portable, durable, and rela-
tively inexpensive. Layered foam tar-
gets appeal to many shooters because
they can perform the double duty of
stopping broadheads as well as field
points. In addition, manufacturers
have created not only versatile and
functional products, most are visually
stimulating as well. Products with

Delta developed a
family of ShotBlocker
targets for its
McKenzie brand and
introduced them at
the 2007 ATA Show.
These layered targets
have cores that are
welded together at
key points to reduce
slivering and greatly
prolong target life.



bright color graphics and innovative
aiming dots are designed to catch the
eye of any passing customer. These
eye-appealing graphics coupled with
portability and long target life, make
selling targets easier than ever before. 

Morrell 
Morrell Targets located in North

Alma, Arkansas has been in business
since 1986 and offers high quality
products at a good price. All Morrell
targets are patented and made in the
United States. Morrell’s new Elite
Series Super Duper Model 102 bag tar-
get  has a patented floating center, a
multilayered design that stops the
fastest arrows, and a two-year guaran-
tee.  The attractive white outer cover
of this target has colorful red flames
licking at 16 black target dots that
spread shots around the target. This
means customers will love this target’s
longevity because the target face will
last a long time.  

Morrell’s Quick Stop Model 101,
like the Super Duper features an
attractive eye-catching outer cover
with orange flames licking 16 black
target dots. A flaming arrow flies
through the Morrell name at the top of
the target. Like the Super Duper, the
Quick Stop features an E-Z tote carry
handle and, as with all Morrell bag tar-
gets, it has an internal frame con-
struction. This internal frame system
or IFS, is a unique design feature that
ensures a consistent depth of arrow
stopping material throughout the tar-
get even at the edges. The internal
frame construction also helps main-
tain shape to extend target life.
Customers will like the convenience
of the internal frame system since no
external frame is necessary for set up.
The Super Duper and Quick Stop are
part of Morrell’s “Wildfire” line.

Morrell’s Yellow Jacket line of bag
targets, like their Wildfire line, are

extremely eye appealing and certainly
captures a person’s attention. The
Yellow Jacket field point Model 104,
features a bright yellow outer cover
with a colorful bee logo in the target
center. Four red circles surround the
black target dots placed around the
center logo. The Yellow Jacket field
point target has been redesigned to
stop the heaviest and fastest carbon
and aluminum arrows available. The
stuffing never wears out and, as with
all Morrell bag targets, the outer cov-
ers are replaceable which means this
target will last for years.  

For customers who want to shoot
broadheads, Morrell makes the Yellow
Jacket broadhead model. This target is
constructed of poly-elastic cross
linked foam and is surrounded by a
slick outer coating which makes
pulling broadhead tipped arrows
effortless. The target is extremely
durable and, because it can be shot
from all four sides, it will stand up to
thousands of shots. It is lightweight
for easy transportation to the range or
to camp and comes with an E-Z Tote
carry handle.  

Crossbow sales are coming on
strong in a number of states and in
response, Morrell has come out with
their new Yellow Jacket Crossbow
broadhead target. Like the Yellow

Jessie Smith owner of Barefoot Archery in
Charlotte, North Carolina stocks the same
targets he uses on his range. “I have a lot
of target shooters in my shop and they are
not all bowhunters,” he said. “I sell Morrell
targets because I use them in the shop and
they last a long time so I recommend them
to my customers. If they want to shoot
broadheads and field points I recommend
Field Logic targets because I use them in
the shop as well. I have commercial Block
Targets and I use them to show people
how easy it is to remove an arrow.” Smith
went on to say, “I’m surrounded by big box
stores that sell cheap targets so I sell
upper end stuff. Field Logic does a great
deal of advertising and that moves a lot of
their products for me.”

This Yellow Jacket Broadhead Target is
perhaps Morrell’s most popular. It is con-
structed with a poly-elastic cross linked
foam material surrounded by a slick outer
covering which makes pulling a broad-
head tipped arrow extremely easy. The
Yellow Jacket Broadhead Target can be
shot on all four sides and will stand up to
thousands of shots. It is lightweight,
portable and has an E-Z tote handle.
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Jacket broadhead model, this target is
also made of poly-elastic cross linked
foam and it has been beefed up to
take the abuse of heavy hitting cross-
bow bolts. Special layering of the foam
makes this target unique and provides
easy broadhead removal. For ease of
transportation, the Yellow Jacket
Crossbow broadhead target comes
with an E-Z Tote carry handle as well. 

For customers who want a double
duty target for shooting field tips and
broadheads, Morrell makes the
portable Six Shooter. The Six Shooter
is a large 22x22x22-inch foam target of
layered design and can be shot on all
six sides by broadhead tipped arrows
and on four sides with field tips. This
is an extremely versatile target that
will appeal to the customer whose
budget may only allow him to buy one
target.     

Butch Thomas, National Sales
Manager for Morrell, says all Morrell
targets are weatherproof. Customers
will like the idea that sun, cold and
rain won’t hurt them but to extend tar-
get life even further, Thomas suggests
telling a customer to cover them up
since the effects of sun and rain can
have a cumulative effect on any target.
According to Thomas, the national
sales of Morrell’s Yellow Jacket field
point and broadhead targets are red
hot. Contact: Morrell Manufacturing
Inc. Phone: (479)632-5929, (800)582-
7438, Fax: (479)632-3090.

Delta 
Delta Industries located in

Reinbeck, Iowa offers archers a large
and exciting range of high quality tar-
gets that meet the shooting demands
of bowhunters and target archers
alike. Delta’s National Sales Manager
Jan Kresser says the company makes
innovative and exciting products that
possess extreme durability and excel-
lent portability at a price that makes
Delta targets one of the best values on
the market.  

Delta makes no fewer than twelve
different bag targets designed for
stopping field tipped arrows. All of
Delta’s bag targets are stuffed with a
synthetic textile material that Kresser
says, “is perfect for stopping arrows
because the material wads up upon
impact with an arrow.” To rejuvenate

one of their bag targets Kresser said a
shooter need only to “fluff up” the tar-
get like you would a pillow. This redis-
tributes the material inside and pre-
pares the target for hundreds of more
shots. 

The Deadstop 4000, Carbonstop
5000, and the Super Deadstop all have
redesigned graphics to make them
more eye appealing and more practi-
cal. For the budget minded shooter
the company makes the Deadstop

Burly and the Deadstop Economy
Bag. In addition there is a cube
shaped, 18-inches on edge, model
they call the Quad. Kresser stated,
“For the backyard shooter, the
Deadstop Burly and the Deadstop
Quad are very popular because they
are portable and can take a lot of
abuse. They do very well for us. All of
our bag targets are impervious to the
weather but for longer life, they
should not be exposed to the ele-

Designed for target archers and hunters
who practice more than the average
shooter, the Delta Pro Series of bag tar-
gets are tough, durable, and colorful. The
Pro Competitor, Pro Shooter, and Pro
Hunter models all feature a heavy, 6-½
ounce, color coded by size cover, nine bull’s
eyes, and a long-lasting synthetic filler
material. The targets will stop carbon or
aluminum arrows tipped with field points.
An easy carry handle, two-finger arrow
removal and an easily replaceable outer
cover make them an excellent value.

Delta’s Dead Stop 4000 has a newly
designed, brightly colored face with three-
ring bulls-eyes printed on a heavy outer
casing. This bag is filled with a durable
synthetic fiber that Delta’s National Sales
Manager Jen Kresser says, “is perfect for
stopping arrows.” The Dead Stop 4000
comes complete with an easy to use stand
for stability and portability. Corner grom-
mets are also included so that the target
can be suspended if the user desires.

The Delta Dead Stop Magnum Bag is a two-sided target with bright red rings and black
shooting dots on one side and the heart and lung area of a whitetail on the other. It has
its own support stand that means it can be set up anywhere. Grommets in the top cor-
ners allow for quick and easy hanging.







portable, and weatherproof. They can
be set up in a backyard or at hunting
camp and their compact shape allows
them to be carried easily in the trunk
of a car or the back of a pickup. 

The eye-catching graphics on the
face of the Black Hole is a head-turner
as well. The face of the target looks like
a starry sky at midnight. The company
refers to the new graphics as a “galaxy”
of small, medium, and large aiming
spots. A fundamental part of accurate
shooting is to pick a spot and to focus
on it and the new design encourages
archers to do just that. There are
twelve strategically located aiming
“stars” placed around the face of the
target which encourages shooters to
focus on each spot and to place their
shots around the target. Even its hori-
zontal shape simulates the vital area
of a big game animal. The Black Hole
comes in two sizes and both are easily
transportable.

Contact: Black Hole, Phone:
(715)395-9958, (800)282-4868.

Rinehart
Rinehart Targets located in

Janesville, Wisconsin, was founded in
1997 when John Rinehart began look-
ing for a foam material that would
hold up to broadhead tipped arrows.
Eventually, he came up with a self-
healing foam compound that would
become the heart and soul of his com-
pany’s products. Rinehart developed a
line of animal targets that even
include such novelty targets as rep-
tiles, amphibians, and dinosaurs. But,
even though the company makes
sixty-seven different targets, all made
with high density, closed cell, self-
healing foam, it was the company’s
new 18-1 and the RFT Ball target that
has captured the attention of dealers
and shooters alike. 

Rinehart’s 18-1 Target measures a
generous 15 x 15 x 15- inches and is a
black multi-sided target with 18
shootable surfaces. On each shooting
surface there is a bright yellow circle
circumscribing a black center dot. The
yellow aiming circle actually looks like
the crosshairs of a riflescope and aids
in aiming. The 18-1 target is made of
Rinehart’s solid, self-healing foam and
can take a barrage of arrows without
loosing any integrity. Although the

target is lightweight, it comes with a
poly-cord carry handle that makes it
easy to transport. The target can be
shot with broadheads, field points or
expandables.  

Rinehart’s James McGovern said,
“Our target is unique because it is the
only one on the market with a full one
year broadhead guarantee.”
McGovern also stated “I have an 18-1
target in my office with a signed letter
from a crossbow manufacturer attest-
ing to the fact the target was shot over
five-thousand times with a crossbow
bolt without a pass through. If a
shooter shoots through all 18 faces of
the 18-1 with broadhead tipped
arrows within one year, we will
replace it,” McGovern continued. 

McGovern went on to say, “All of
our targets are exceptionally resistant
to sun, rain, and extremes of tempera-
ture. We exposed one of our 3-D tar-
gets to direct sunlight for more than
2,500 hundred days and it remained
as shootable as it was the day we put it
into place,” McGovern stated, “ Both
the 18-1 and its smaller version, the
RFT Ball target, are weather resistant
and if left in the elements for extend-
ed periods, both the 18-1 and the RFT
Ball targets will still look better than
other targets exposed to the same
conditions.”  He suggested not using
the 9-½ inch diameter RFT Ball target
for broadhead practice because even
though it is made of the same high
density, self-healing foam as is the 18-
1. The RFT Ball target is designed pri-
marily as a lightweight, durable,
portable, practice target that is better
suited for use with field tipped arrows. 

A unique feature of the RFT Ball
target is that the bottom carries a sand
ballast and is balanced so that the tar-
get always lands upright when it is
tossed so it is always ready for action.
The RFT Ball target has nine eye
catching target spots that shooters
can use to prolong target life even fur-
ther. 

Contact: Rinehart 3-D: Phone:
(608)757-8153, Fax: (608)757-8120.

American Whitetail Systems 
American Whitetail Systems

located in Ferdinand, Indiana, made
the first commercially produced lay-
ered sheet target in 1984 and since

that time the company has developed
a bonded lamination technology for
target archery as well as field competi-
tion. These targets held up so well that
the company developed a line of
broadhead targets called the Foamlite
Series that is still made today. The
folks at American Whitetail under-
stand that field points and broad-
heads require different target material
to stop them effectively. This is why
the Cube and King series of targets are
made specifically for broadhead
tipped arrows while the company’s
FPS 300 Compression target is made
for field points.  

The Cube is a six-sided broad-
head target that can be shot on all six
sides and is the result of years of test-
ing and shooting broadheads into
foam targets in order to find the per-
fect combination of bonding tech-
nique and foam in order to produce
one of the most durable broadhead
targets on the market.  According to
American Whitetail General
Manager, Al Rinehart, “The bonded
lamination technology used in the
Cube target slows the slivering of the
compressed foam sheets by as much
as 50 percent which means the target
will last longer when shot with
broadheads.”  In addition, Rinehart
stated, “With the bonded lamina-
tions there are no bands or boards
around the target which means the
cube can be shot from every direc-
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Rinehart 3-D Targets is so confident in
the durability and performance of the
Rinehart 18-1 target, the company is back-
ing the product with a full one-year guar-
antee.
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high quality targets and offers the
same service as it did in the past. 

The company’s line of “Hot Shot”
targets comes in six styles including a
model designed to stop crossbow
bolts. “All models of the Hot Shot tar-
get come with an attractive Native
American inspired, eye appealing, tar-
get face that is not painted on,” Brown
said. Brown stated the new logo on
the target face was designed to have
the feel of American Indian artwork
and to reflect on improvements made
in making the company grow. 

“All Hot Shot targets are heat
welded and are not banded, strapped,
or glued together. They can be shot on
all six sides by all types of arrow
heads.” 

For 2008, Brown said the compa-
ny is coming out with another model
of Hot Shot target it is calling the
“Stalker XT.”  This new target will be 18
x18 x18 inches on edge and will be the
same size as the original Hot Shot only
it will be constructed using a new
multi density foam construction that
will stop arrows shot from any bow
including the fastest crossbow. 

Also, in 2008, dealers can expect
the company to come out with its new
Kick-N-Shoot target that was inspired
by the old-fashioned idea of stump
shooting. The Kick-N-Shoot target will

measure 9x9x9 inches and is designed
to make practice with field tipped
arrows fun. “Basically, this target is
great not only for practicing shooting
accuracy, but for developing the skill
of judging shooting distances as well,”
Brown said. 

“By picking a spot on a smaller
target, shooters are required to focus
more and this leads to better accura-
cy,” Brown stated. “The target moves
when it is hit which means it absorbs
a lot of energy and this translates into
longer target life,” Brown said.

What will be of most interest to
dealers is the company’s new aggres-
sive marketing strategy. Brown
informed us that in 2008, the compa-
ny intends to spend some of its adver-
tising budget to advertise in dealer
shops. “We will offer banners, hats, T-
shirts, and point-of-sale displays that
will be tied into our magazine adver-
tising. This will help dealers move
more of our product line,” Brown
explained.  

The Stalker and Sportsman are
the company’s two best selling layered
foam targets with the Sportsman out-
selling the Stalker Brown said.  He
added that the company also makes a
unique bag target that shooters will
love. 

The Little Bag Pro Series target is a
24x24x18 inch, lightweight, freestand-

ing, uniquely designed bag target that
theoretically can last a lifetime. Brown
explained the Little Bag target is made
with a replaceable front foam insert
behind which is the stuffing material.
The shooter doesn’t shoot through the
bag face but rather shoots into the
replaceable foam insert. Since the
stuffing never wears out and the arrow
doesn’t pass through the bag material,
the bag seemingly lasts forever. When
the foam insert is shot out, the shoot-
er simply opens the top of the Velcro
nylon bag, removes the old foam
insert, replaces it with a new foam
insert, closes the bag, and now has a
brand new target.

The company also makes a vari-
ety of school and camp targets with
replaceable centers that prolong tar-
get life with minimum cost. Hips also
produces a line of economical single
layer foam targets that appeal to some
budget minded shooters. Phone:
(210)492-8774, (800)979-0915, Fax:
(210)271-9534.

Magic Stop 
Magic Stop Targets Inc. located in

Powderly, Kentucky, manufactures a
variety of bag and foam style targets.
The company makes nine bag and six
foam targets that appeal to many
shooters. The MS I is a popular bag
target that features a UV treated Poly
bag, nylon hanging straps, and five

American Whitetail’s Super 300 FPS Bag
Target is designed for stopping field tips
only. The target features a heavy-duty 6-½
ounce synthetic bag with target spots on
one side and an accurate reproduction of a
whitetail’s vital area on the other. The tar-
get contains a ballistic filling material that
compresses to absorb arrow energy.

American Whitetail’s “King” line of broad-
head targets is manufactured with differ-
ent weights and densities of layered foam.
The King series of targets has four models
and are designed for stopping broadheads
or field tips. The composition of this target
is unique because light density foam lay-
ers are set on top of several layers of medi-
um density foam. These layers are then
capped off with a high-density foam layer
that produces a target that won’t splinter
or sliver when shot with broadheads.

The Cube, manufactured by American
Whitetail is a six-sided bonded foam tar-
get that can be shot on all six sides. The
target is made using a bonded lamination
technology, which, according to a compa-
ny representative, slows the slivering of
the compressed foam sheets by as much
as 50-percent. There are no bands or
boards around the target, which means it
can be shot from every direction to extend
target life.
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bright aiming spots painted on the
target face. The MS II is a bigger ver-
sion of the MS I and is designed to last

for several thousand additional shots.
The MS Elite model has the same five
target spots on the front of the bag as
the other two models, but it has an
additional feature of the vital organs
of a deer painted on the back of the
bag as well. The MS Elite Lite is big
enough for backyard use and perfect
for taking to deer camp. Both the MS
Elite and the Elite Lite contain a foam
lining that keeps arrows straight. 

Jim Daugherty, Sales Manager for
Magic Stop says, “Whenever a shop
owner asks how our targets compare
to other brands, I tell them we test our
targets by constantly shooting field
points and broadheads into them and
we feel they are comparable in quality
and stopping power. We try to be
competitive but our advertising bud-
get isn’t that big. Our targets are less
expensive yet, we give the customers a
good value for the money,” Daugherty
continued. In addition, Daugherty
said, “Our targets are less expensive
because we have lower overhead and
to get the best buys, we offer dealers a
lower minimum order than many

other manufacturers.” 
All Magic Stop bag targets feature

a tough 6.5 ounce polyester bag with a
colorful five-spot shooting face,
reusable nylon and polyester filling,
and nylon hanging straps.
Concerning durability, Daugherty
said, “Our bags will last a long time
even if left outdoors. The material
from which we make the bags has a
UV retardant incorporated into the
fibers. It is not sprayed on the fabric.
However,” Daugherty added, “the col-
ors are painted on the bags and even-
tually they will fade a little if exposed
to the elements for a prolonged peri-
od of time.”  Daugherty went on to say,
“The polyester and nylon filling we
use in our bags works very well to stop
arrows. The covers of the bags are
replaceable and can be bought from
our dealers.”  

For customers interested in a
cube shaped target the company also
offers three, six-sided bag targets. The
Infinity and Mini Infinity are cube
shaped bag targets designed not only
to effectively stop arrows but to get a

Dealers can expect to see the Hips new,
for 2008, Kick-N-Shoot field point target
that was inspired by the old fashioned
practice of stump shooting. The 9x9x9x-
inch target was designed for making prac-
tice sessions with field points fun. Hips
President, Darrin Brown said, “Basically,
this target is great for not only practicing
shooting accuracy but for developing the
skill for judging shooting distances as
well.” The new Kick-N-Shoot is lightweight
and made of the same arrow stopping
foam as the larger Hot Shot Target.

Circle 263 on Response Card



customer’s attention as well. Each tar-
get features six shooting surfaces,
each with six brightly colored aiming
spots, an interior foam lining that
keeps arrows straight, straps for easy
carrying, two finger arrow removal
and incredible stopping power.
Flipping the target after each shooting
session keeps the inside material from
being packed to one side which in
turn greatly extends target life. 

For stopping broadheads, the
company offers a line of four foam
targets that are suited for use in the
backyard or in hunting camp. The E-Z
Hunter is made of horizontal foam
layers varying from ¼ to 1-inch in
thickness. The foam is tough, light-
weight and according to Daugherty, it
has good healing properties.  

The MS Camp measures 18x
20x12-inches and is the company’s
most popular foam layered broad-
head target. It is weatherproof and has
a carry handle for easy of transport-
ing. The MS Trophy is a larger version
of the MS Camp measuring 21x21
x16-inches. It offers more shooting
surface and better stopping power.
The much larger MS Big Buck and the
Big Buck Shot round out the compa-
ny’s line of foam targets.

Contact: Magic Stop Targets Inc.
Phone: (270)338-2781, (800)992-5972,
Fax: (270)338-5598.

Maple Leaf Press
It should be noted that not all

shooters want to consistently shoot at
small dots and so they look for variety
in their practice sessions. By offering a
selection of paper targets that simply
pin on to an existing bag or foam tar-
get, a shop owner can make addition-
al target sales. Maple Leaf Press locat-
ed in Grand Haven, Michigan prints
over a 120 different target faces that
can make your customer’s practice
sessions more fun. Novelty target
faces that include games such as Tic-
Tac-Toe, Bow Poker, or Darts are of

interest to many customers because
they can offer a change of pace while
increasing shooting skills through
friendly competition. 

Maple Leaf Press also offers a vari-
ety of authentic multicolored animal
targets printed on tag stock that
mimic realistic dusk or dawn hunting
situations. These targets are printed
with fine lines around the skin and kill
areas so that the scoring lines are
invisible at 20 yards but are easily
scorable at closer range. In addition,
the company offers regulation FITA
and NFAA targets. Add to that the
company’s line of black and white ani-
mal targets that feature a variety of
small animals combining animal
graphics with FITA and NFAA scoring
and it’s easy to see how these target
faces, located in a conspicuous spot in
your shop, can easily create addition-
al target sales. 

Contact: Doug Patterson, Maple

Leaf Press, (616)846-8844, (800)846-
8847, Fax: (616)846-6408. 

Conclusion
The technological advances in

archery equipment have not been
limited to bows, arrows, rests, and
sights alone. Thanks to modern mate-
rials, today’s targets are better than
they have ever been. They’re compact,
lightweight, easily moved and they
stop arrows better than anything pre-
viously offered. What’s more, the
arrows can be pulled from the target
with very little effort. Every
bowhunter and target shooter needs
at least one functional, durable target.  

In speaking to target manufactur-
ers I found each believes they make
an excellent product and it was clear
the pride each of them had in the

Jeff Scavazzo, owner of Endless Mountains Archery in Birchardville, Pennsylvania says
price is very important to his customer base. “I sell more of the Magic Stop cube and bag
targets than anything because of the price. With a lot of guys, money is a consideration.
They know how much money they want to spend and that’s it,” Scavazzo continued.
“They would rather buy a less expensive target and then replace it down the road rather
than spend the money on a more expensive one.”

Maple Leaf Press has dozens of
target faces to choose from, so cus-
tomers can practice on the game
they’re hunting or for the game
they want to compete in.






